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Forklift laser tine guide system

Available in Red or Green Beam (See Guide) Heavy Duty &amp; Virtually Indestructible Immediate Reduction of Product &amp; Equipment Damage Both New &amp; Experienced Forklift Operators Work Faster &amp; Safer Works from -20°F to 130°F with patented thermal disconnection circuit eliminate the height of crisis on general Project a Dot or Line Laser shelves, or both! Sonic vibration circuit forces up with forklift, off after 4 minutes of unused cold height storage &amp; control models available long-lasting, fast charging battery, or directly wired with forklift battery
pack Options nimh or li-ion ACCU-FORK /TINE-GUIDE LASER FORKLIFT
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Guidance System ACCU-FORK/TINE-GUIDE gives operators a solid visual reference to the fork position, thus eliminating personal injury and product damage At reasonable prices starting at $769.00 USD. Accu-FORK/TINE-GUIDE can improve forklift safety in the workplace by removing the opportunity for human error. This Product addresses safety issues, damage from freight transport and increased operator production. New forklift operators achieve a higher degree of accuracy and efficiency in a shorter period of time, because the Tine-Guide provides a stable visual
interface between the driver, forks and load. Accu-FORK / TINE-GUIDE is a stand-alone laser emission unit that is placed directly into the fork transport in less than 5 minutes. State-of-the-art circuits, controls the laser and through a sensitive vibration circuit, automatically activates and disables the laser to save battery life, which is about 50 hours before recharging is necessary. The ACCU-FORK / TINE-GUIDE laser is a safety accessory for forklifts, lifting vehicles and towing machines. ACCU-FORK/TINE- GUIDE Models Available Basic Hardwired Flexible Height
Controlled Laser Coming Soon Standard $769.00 Ultra Sensor $849.00 Standard Sensor $739.00 Ultra Sensor $899.00 Standard Sensor $749.00 Ultra $929.00 Accu-Fork/Tine-Guide, forklift laser guidance system matches the following forklifts, Hi-lo lifting vehicles, Pallets, and towing trucks Caterpillar, Yale, Hyster, Crown, Toyota, Nissan, Clark, Hitachi, Raymond, Allis Chalmers, Dresser, Fiat Allis, Case, Pettibone, Champ, Branson, Bobcat, Ausa, Gehi, Volvo, Thomas, Yanmar, Vermeer, Link Belt, Agco, Harlo, Ramrod, Samsung, A must for double, triple or multi-
stored shelves. Dot Laser installed tine-Guide laser line damage reduction products improves forklift safety in the interface increased productivity excellent training tool for new drivers We make custom lasers for OEM to suit your design and manufacturing needs. 12 - 55 Volt DC available automatically turns on and off aluminum and steel housing for durability Works well in warehouses with low visibility due to its Increased operator efficiency increase the productivity levels of your forklift operators, and increase your company's bottom line! When the laser dot disappears at
the opening of the palette, it indicates that the forks are correctly aligned with the opening of the palette. Giving your experienced and inexperienced operators the confidence to achieve a higher degree of accuracy and efficiency. Get the job done and keep it safe and accident-free. Get a quote Help your forklift drivers place and choose pallets faster and safer. Laser lines are easy to see so tine placement is easier. That means fewer accidents and less damage. Need advice? Send an investigation. You can also chat or call us! Blake, Employee-Owner Account Executive
Single or Double Laser? Single laser aligned with forks; double lasers include a laser for branch alignment and a laser for transfer alignment with the rack to prevent damage when taking pallets and when laying on pallet rack. Filtering from: # Laser: Select ... Double (36) Single (36) Transfer Category: Select... 2 (24) 3 (24) 4 (24) Power: Select ... Battery (36) Forklifts (36) Start: Select ... Height (24) Key switch (12) Remote (24) Vibration (12) Usage: Select... Cold Storage (36) General Use (36) Model No. # Lasers Power Start Up Usage Carriage Class Price STD-V-NS-2
Single Battery Vibration General Use 2 STD-V-NS-3 Single Battery Vibration General Use 3 STD-V-NS-4 Single Battery Vibration General Use 4 STD-V-CS-2 Single Battery Vibration Cold Storage 2 STD-V-CS-3 Single Battery Vibration Cold Storage 3 STD-V-CS-4 Single Battery Vibration Cold Storage 4 STD-S-NS-2 Single Battery Height General Use 2 STD-S-NS-3 Single Battery Height General Use 3 STD-S-NS-4 Single Battery Height General Use 4 STD-S-CS-2 Single Battery Height Cold Storage 2 STD-S-CS-3 Single Battery Height Cold Storage 3 STD-S-CS-4
Single Battery Height Cold Storage 4 Model No. # Lasers Power Start Up Usage Carriage Class Price STD-V-NS-2 Single Battery Vibration General Use 2 STD-V-NS-3 Single Battery Vibration General Use 3 STD-V-NS-4 Single Battery Vibration General Use 4 STD-V-CS-2 Single Battery Vibration Cold Storage 2 STD-V-CS-3 Single Battery Vibration Cold Storage 3 STD-V-CS-4 Single Battery Vibration Cold Storage 4 STD-S-NS-2 Single Battery Height General Use 2 STD-S-NS-3 Single battery height general use 3 STD-S-NS-4 single battery height general use 4 STD-S-
CS-2 single battery height cold storage 2 STD-S-CS-3 single battery height cold storage 3 STD-S-CS-4 single battery height cold storage 4 A dual laser guidance system provides additional precision and Top laser aligns branching teeth with pallet branch grooves to prevent damage to goods. The laser bottom aligns forklift with pallet shelf beam to avoid damage to the shelf. Understanding laser activating (start-up) systems There are two main options in how laser drivers get power: on-board rechargeable rechargeable specifically for the laser system, or direct wiring of a
laser's voltage regulator to the power source of the forklift. If the direct wiring of your laser system, you need to have an existing power supply available in transport; This system does not include the hardware to create a single link to one. If no power supply is available, select a battery-powered model. Beyond these options are also decisions about how you want the laser itself to cause, or boot. Vibration switch A vibration switch circuit takes its motto from the motion - the vibration caused by the forklift, or the movement of the forklift driven. When the circuit detects
movement, it activates the laser to open up. If there is no movement for more than 4 minutes, the circuit activates the laser to disable. This type switch helps save laser life and saves battery power. Switch height switches work by detecting how high the laser is from its resting position. When reached 7' high, the switch activates the laser to light up and stays as long as the forks remain above 7' high. When the forks fall below this height, the switch activates the laser to turn off. This type switch has a dual purpose: 1) saves laser life and battery life, 2) helps prevent laser
light flashes from potentially damaging workers' eyes in high working population work areas. RF (remote) RF or radio frequency controls work like remote control fob key for your car. The controller (supported with 3M glue) is placed in the forklift frame where it can be easily reached. A push of the button activates the laser system to help the operator in placing a fork. A second push of the button turns off the laser system, saving life with lasers and batteries. Basic switch A basic switch unit is 2015 2000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
0 It powers on when the forklift powers and powers away when the forklift powers away. Since it does not require separate on and off, the safety benefit of the laser driver is always there when the lift is running, and there is no forget to turn it off. LASER DOT OR LINE HELPS the driver to place the fork finish correctly on the pallet The forklift laser guidance system significantly reduces the risk of damage to pallet products by projecting a dot or laser line signal thus giving the operator a constant visual reference when stacking- or removing a pallet from the shelves at height.
This system eliminates the risk of damage from fork points to dismissal, cartons or any products in pallets. The aligned laser line shines at the height of the branch points on the pallet. This allows the driver to place the forks at the correct height. The forklift laser guidance system accelerates the removal of pallets and increases operational security in your warehouse. Standard available in Class II branch transport or other in simple simple It works on a 7.5V rechargeable Li-Ion battery, laser switches automatically at forklift vibrations or at a certain height. From the fork
back a laser mark is projected on the pallet/product to be moved to the same height as the fork points Allows the forklift operator to place the forks at the correct height before inserting into the palette Simple or double laser: 1 laser to remove pallets from the shelf (alignment with pallet) and 1 laser to place pallets (alignment in shelves) Battery working (standard with 2x 7.5VDC li-ion battery packs and 220VDC charger) hard-wired option (directly connected to tension forklifts, 12-24VDC) laser switch on/off according to vibrations, with automatic deactivation at 4min stop of
forklift laser switch on/off according to height, +2m lift height laser switches to laser switch on/off with the help of RF remote control by Heavy Duty driver and almost indestructible Immediate reduction of the cost of damage to goods and shelves New but also well-experienced drivers works and faster Eliminates guessing the right height inside the Cold-storage shelves available at -28°C -28°C
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